Primary Maker: Tiffany Studios
Title: Favrile shade
Date: ca. 1910
Medium: Glass
Dimensions: Overall (height, diameter): 6 × 12 in. (15.2 × 30.5 cm)
Credit Line: Gift of Dr. Egon Neustadt
Object Number: N84.5.1

Object Name: Lampshade
Classification: TIFFANY
Physical Description:
Half-spherical blown Favrile glass lampshade with pulled feather decoration; in reflected light, shade appears dark purple with ten greenish-golden feathers; in transmitted light, background is yellow, feathers gold, and narrow blue stripes appear between feathers; nine etched dragonflies fly around and through the feathers.

Markings: etched inside shade lip: "L. C. T. Favrite"
Related Objects: